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Abstract 

Crime scene investigation is the meeting point of science, logic 

and law. "Processing a crime scene" is a long, tedious process 

that involves purposeful documentation of the conditions at the 

scene and the collection of any physical evidence that could 

possibly illuminate what happened and point to who did it. 

There is no typical crime scene, there is no typical body of 

evidence and there is no typical investigative approach. 

Every CSI (crime scene investigation) unit handles the division 

between field work and lab work differently. \\'hat goes on at 

the crime scene is called crime scene investigation ,or crime 

scene analysis, and what goes on in the laboratory is called 

forensic science. Not a1l CSis (crime scene investigator) are 

forensic scientists. Some CSis ( crime scene investigator)work 

in the field only they collect the evidence and pass it to the 

forensic lab. 

KeyWords:-

- Crime scene investigation. 

- Physical evidence. 

- Forensic science. 
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Introduction 

Most police investigations begin at the scene of crime. The scene is 

imply defined as the actual site or location in which the incident took 

place. It is important that the first officer on the crime scene properly 

protect the evidence. The entire investigation hinges on that first 

person being able to properly identify, isolate, and secure the scene. 

The scene should be secured by establishing a restricted perimeter. 

This is done by using some type of rope or barrier. The purpose of 

securing the scene is to restrict access and prevent evidence 

destruction (Ashbaugh , 2003). 

Once the scene is secured, the restrictions should include all 

nonessential personnel. An investigation may involve a primary scene 

as well as several secondary scenes at other locations. On major 

scenes a safe space or comfort area should be designated at the crime 

scene to brief investigators, store needed equipment, or as a break area 

(Aveni , 2005). 

Crime scene investigation is more than processing or 

documentation of crime scene but, is it nor the collection , package of 

physical evidence, and, finally, scene reconstruction (Dehaan, 2006). 

------~-----~ 



Chaptc1· (l) Nature of the Crime scene 

Every crime scene is unique and, with experience, a crime scene 

investigation will be able to use this logical and systemic approach to 

investigate even the most challenging crime scene to a successful 

concJusion (Aveni , 2005). 

The physical evidence collected by (Crime Scene Investigation) 

CSis e.g. fingerprints, footprints, js then transfened to a lab, in striCt 

accordance with chain-of-evidence procedures. In the lab, technicians, 

including forensic chemists, torensic biologists and forensic 

toxicologists, analyze the sampJes (Guio Qiang , 2004). 

Aim ofWork: 

This essay aims to review the difJerent aspects of crime scene 

investigation, methods employed in them, and the principles <'f 

physical evidence collection. 

2 
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Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

Nature of the Crime scene 

 crime scene is a location where an evidence of a crime may be 

located. It is not necessarily the location the crime took place. Indeed, 

there are primary, secondary and often tertiary crime scenes. For 

instance, the police may use a warrant to search an offender's home, 

and even though the offender did not commit the crime at that 

location, evidence of the crime may be found there. In another 

instance, an offender might kidnap a person at one location (primary 

crime scene), transport thevictim (the car is a secondary crime scene), 

commit another crime at a distant location (murder, for instance) and 

then drop the body at a fourth scene( Byard and Wilson , 2004). 

Crime scene investigation is the beginning point for the successful 

use of physical evidence by forensic laboratory and criminal 

investigator.Legal concept~ impacting the usefulness of evidence in 

the court apply to the recovery of evidence whether or not a crime 

actually occurred at that location (Cummins and Midol, 2007). 

Crime scene reconstruction is the use of scientific methods, physical 

evidence, deductive reasoning, and their interrelationships to gain 

explicit knowledge of the series of events that surround the criminal 

act (Ben Yosef et a/.,2003). 



-iiiii?"===---~~==~--------·~.-- ····------

Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

Classification of the Crime Scene:-

·I- According to the location o{the original criminal activitv 

* Primary Crime Scene:-

Thc primary crime scene is an area where the incident occurred or 

where the majority or a high concentration of physical evidence will 

be found ,e.g. where there has been a sudden suspicious death (Byard 

and Wilson , 2004 ). 

* Secondary Crime Scene:-

Secondary crime sccne/s are places or things where physical 

evidence relating to the inCident may be found. The potential physical 

evidence will usually be transported away from the primary crime 

scene Some examples include: 

-The deceased. 

-The get away vehicle in crimes of armed robbery. 

-The suspect's environment. 

-The suspect's vehicle and; 

-The weapon used in the crime (Goddard, 2001). 

2- According to the size of evidence or scene:

* Macroscopic crime scene:-

Many ofthe crime scenes are macroscopic. For example, a gun shot 

victims body dumped in a field. 

4 



Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

* MiCroscopic crime scene: 

· ·· Microscopic classification is more focused on the special type of 

physical evidence found at macroscopic crime scene. For example, 

gunshot residue around the wound (Boglioli and Money , 2003). 

3 -Other classification:-

* According to the type of crime committed e.g. 

# Vehicle (e.g. car, bicycle) accidents. 

#Vehicle number falsification and restoration. 

#Accidental death (multitude of circumstances inducting 

misadventure) death. 

# Suicjdal death. 

#Homicidal death. 

#Sudden death (with or without suspicious circumstances). 

# Forced entry onto premises (houses, factories). 

#Forced entry into money containers (safes). 

#Sexual assault 

#Assault with a weapon (hammer, screw driver). 

# Difficult victim identification (mummification and putrefaction). 

# Disaster victim identification (dealing with multiple casualties). 

#F
. . . . 
Ire scene In\'estigation. 

#Drug investigations (importation of drugs). 

# Firearm offences (Boglioli and Money , 2003). 

*According to the condition of the crime scene (organized or 

disorganized). 

·5 
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* According to the physical location of the crime scene ( indoor, 

outdoor and vehicle). 

* According to the type of criminal behavior associated with the scene 

passive or active. 

Even with these classifications no single definition is adequate 

works in every scene. Ultimately, the scene is a combination or 

adaptation of the classification that is determined by the investigator 

(Bodzaik , 2004 ). 

Information obtained from examination of physical 

evidence in crintinal investigation:-

Information c:~ the corpus delicti is the determination of the 

essential facts of an investigation ( the physical evidence pattern, 

laboratory examination of the evidence ).Linking of persons, scenes, 

and objects( The Locard Exchange Principle )states that whenever two 

objects come into contact, a mutual exchange of material will take 

place . Linking suspects to victim is the most important and common 

type of linking accomplished by physical evidence in criminal 

investigation. Linking victims and suspects to objects and scenes can 

also be accomplished by use of the physical evidence( see figure 1) 

(Bramble et al ., 2007). 

Proving or disproving witness statement credibility is an important 

issue with witnesses, victims, and suspects. Crime scene pattern or 

patterned physical ev:dence( blood stain patterns, fingerprints ... etc) 

6 



Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

are especially well suited for determination of credibility (Bodzaik , 

2004). 

,._ ________ _.,. Crime Scene 

Figure(l):Linking o£ Person ,Scenes, and Objects 

(Bramble ei a/., 2007). 

Identification of suspects ( forensic examination is a process of 

steps: recognition, identification, individualization, and 

reconstruction) ( see fig\jre 2). Identification of a suspect is 

accomplished by one of the first three steps that result in an 

individualization or determination of the source of an item of physical 

evidence. This individualization is facilitated by comparison testing. 

The best example of a comparison individuaiization is fingerprint 

evidence(Clegg, 2001). 

7 



Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

.· RECOGNITION 

Scene Surve y 
Documentation 
Collection and Pr esentation 

IDENTIFICATION 

Comparison Testi ng 

INDIVIDUALIZATION 

Evaluation 
Interpretation 

RECONSTRUCTION 

Reporting and Pres~ntation 

Figure(2):Steps to scientific examination of a crime 

scene (Davis , 2004). 

Crime Scene Search:-· 

After scene documentation as described is completed, a more 

efficient and effective search for less obvious or overlooked items of 

evidence must be done. This intensive search is done before the 

evidence is collected and packaged. Crime scene search patterns may 

vary, but they share a common goal of providing a systemic structure 

to ensure that no item of physrcal evidence is missed or lost (Davis , 

2004 ). 

8 



Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

An experienced crime scene investigator will be able to recognize 

and adapt the search method that best suits the situation or scene. In 

· practice, a combination of search methods can be applied. Also, the 

search of a scene should never diminish or interfere with the other 

aspects of the investigation, including the proper documentation, 

collection and preservation of physical evidence (Carrington , 2005). 

Levels of Crime Scene Search:-

Level One Search: This is the most basic and superficial search. 

First, a search pattern is chosen that would be most effective for the 

crime scene environment to be examined. For example, a "zone" 

search would be chosen for a sma11 apartment, while a "grid" search 

. ·.might be chosen for a large open outdoor area (Fay, 2001). 

I 
i 
f 
I 

As evidence is located, the investigator in charge makes a decision 

as to whether the item is potential evidence ,and if so, makes a second 

decision concerning what number that particular piece should be. 

After this process, an evidence marking device is placed near the 

evidence. When conducting a level one search, the officer's eyes are 

the only tools used~ Nothing is touched; therefore this is the least 

invasive form of search. The only items of evidence searched for are 

those that can be detected without moving any object in the scene 

(Gardner and Ross , 2005). 

Once all officers have completed the search and the pattern is double 

· checked, all items are prepared for collection before the level two 

9 · ... i j 



Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

search. At a minimum this includes, a midrange photo (hopefully 

over-aJI photos were taken before the scene was searched or altered in 

any way), a close up photo and measurement of the item from two 

fixed points for a sketch. Video taping may or may not be used. Once 

all evidence items are collected and properly packaged, the investigator 

can proceed to a second level search ( Hazelwood and Burges , 2004). 

Level Two Search: Even when taking the search process to a more 

thorough level, crime scene integrity can still be maintained. A Level 

Two Search consists of moving items that cause minimal intrusion 
1 

into the scene. For example, when conducting a Level Two Search 

closet doors are opened, furniture is searched underneath and some 

drawers may be opened. The idea of a Level Two Search is not to be 

extremely intrusive, but to search in reasonable pbces in a way that 

does not totally disrupt the crime scene. As with a Level One Search, 

a search pattern is chosen and double checked. Items are marked with 

a number and then "caught up" with all the other items previously 

collected (Gui Qiang, 2004). 

Level Three Search: This third level is the most intrusive of aU 

searches. This may include emptying every drawer in the scene and 

searching through every pocket of every piece of clothing in the 

closet. Turning over mattresses and looking through dirty clothes are 

commonly part of a third level search. As with the other levels, if 

anything is found it is marked and "caught up" (Kokalis and Peter, 

2005). 

10 



Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

A significant difference when conducting a third level search as 

opposed to a first or second level search is the timing of evidence 

collection. Third level evidence is typically "caught up" and collected 

as it is found since a third level search is so intrusive. Level three is 

also where you would conduct major latent print searches, tear out 

carpet or take out pieces of wall. You may also use certain chemical 

reagents to detect suspicious blood stains , for example (Hyzer , 

2007). 

Using this methodology insures that found evidence is properly 

documented and collected before there is any possibility of destroying 

the evidence. Other crime scene principles, such as a preliminary 

survey and final walkthrough are still recommended. This methodology 

is designed to supplement and enhance currer.t accepted practices, not 

to replace them (Kiely, 2006). 

Crime Scene Reconstruction:-

Crime scene reconstruction is based on scientific experimentation 

and experience of the investigator. Its steps and stages follow basic 

scientific principles, theory formulation, and logic methodology. It 

incorporates all investigative information with physical evidence 

analysis and interpretation molded into a reasonable explanation of 

the criminal activity and related events (Kokalis and Peter, 2005). 

11 



Chapter (I) Nature of the Cr·ime scene 

Types of Reconstruction:-

1- Specific Incident Reconstruction (e.g. Traffic Accident, Homicide, 

Bombing, etc.). 

2-Specific Event Reconstruction (Event Sequence, Direction, 

Condition, Relation, and Jdentity). 

3-Specific Physical Evidence Reconstruction (Firearms, Blood, Glass 

etc.)( Hyzer, 2007). 

ln any given scene it may be possible to do a total or only partial 

reconstruction, and the reconstruction may use more than one 

technique (e.g. both trajectory and blood stain pattern reconstruction 

to locate the position of the victim). Some scenes are easier to 

reconstruction better than others , e.g. traffic accident scenes which 

can be thoroughly reconstructed. Vehicles are massive objects that 

obey the laws of motion and often leave a wealth of physical evidence 

behind ,before, during and after an accident. It may be possible to 

show the entire sequence of events from the time the vehicles first 

enter the area of the accident until they come to rest following the 

accident (McCracken , 2004). 

Scenes involving the movement of people are more difficult. While 

it may be possible to say where a person was in the scene at several 

points in time, the manner in which they moved In the scene cannot be 

reconstructed. People may move slowly, quickly, hesitantly, jump up 

12 



Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

and down, run, skip, fal1 down, etc. al1 without leaving any particular 

trace behind. There are of course the odd cases where the amount and 

type of physical evidence does allow the paths of the participants to be 

tracked with some accuracy (Lee eta/., 2002) .. 

Stages of Reconstruction:- (see figure 3) 

1- Data Collection:- All information or documentation obtained at 

the crime scene from the victim or witnesses is critical. Data 

includes the condition of physical evidence, patterns, impressions, . 

condition of the victim, etc. 

2- Conjecture :-Before a detailed analysis of the evidence is 

accomplished ,conjecture of the action involved in the crime scene 

may be formulated. It is not a fixed explanation or even the only 

possible explanation at this point. 

3-Hypothesis Formulation:- Additional accumulation of data is 

based before testing on examination of the physical evidence and 

continuing investigation. Scene examination and inspection of 

evidence must be done. Interpretation of blood stain and impression 

 patterns, gunshot residue patterns, and analysis of trace evidence will 

lead to the fornmlation of a reconstruction hypothesis. 

4- Testing:- After a hypothesis has been developed, additional testing 

or experimentation must be done to confirm or disprove the overall 

interpretation or specific aspects of the hypothesis. This stage include 

13 
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Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

comparison of samples col1ected at the scene with known standards, 

microscopic examination , chemical analysis, and so on . 

5- Theory Formulation:- Additional information may be acquired 

during the investigation about the condition ofthe victim or suspect, the 

activities of the individual involved, accuracy of witness accounts, and 

other information about the circumstances of the event (Obara and 

Osterburge , 2003). 

Information may come from the crime scene, physical evidence, 

records, statements, witness accounts, and known data (MiJJer, 2002). 

14 



Chapter (I) Nature of the Crime scene 

/ .._I_E_ve_n_t _, 

p-------------------~ * Evidence Collection 
* Observation 
* Coordination of 
information 

Conjecture -
Beginning of 
Hypothesis 
Formulation 

Testing of Information 
or Data from the Event 

. I T . Forensic Lab esting 
Identification 
Comparisons 
Individualizations 

Reconstruction Theory 

Data 
Collection 

Figure(3):Fact-gathering aspect of crime scene 

reconstruction (Miller , 2002) . 

Crime Scene Contamination:-

Potential contamination of physical evidence can occur at the crime 

, .. .., ... u ..... during packaging, collection and transportation of the evidence 

5 



Chapter (1) Nature of the Crime scene 

to a secured facility or ·laboratory, and during evidence analysis and 

storage. Crime scene contamination is usually the result of the action 

·. of the personnel at the scene .They can deposit hairs, ·fibers or trace 

material from their clothing or destroy latent foot- wear prints or 

fingerprint (Rini and Gary, 2002). 

*Levels of Contamination: 

,... Personal: Crime scene contamination is related to the type of crime 

scene and the corresponding number of individuals who have access 

to it. At a burglary scene, for example, the victim and the officer 

taking the report may be the only individuals present , and thus , the 

only sources of personal contamination. 

- Environmental: Crime scene contamination also play a major role 

in the conta.nination of the ~rime ::;cene .Wind, suit, rain, snow anJ. 

temperahtre can play key roles in the destruction of the evidence. For 

instance, if there is blood at an outdoor crime scene and it rains, the 

blood may become so diluted that testing becomes impossible. The 

same would apply if the blood was exposed to the sun on an 

extremely hot and humid day. 

- Equipment: The equipment used in documenting and processing 

crime scene also represents a possible source of contamination. Crime 

scene personnel needs to be aware of the possible cross 

contamination that can be caused by their equipment. As crime scene 

- examiners travel from one scene to another with the risk of 

transferring ha:!'s and biological fluid from other scenes to the new 
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crime scene (Porter and Doran , 2003). 

1:-

Police were summoned to a home by a frantic male who reported that 

he had been attacked by a man with a knife, who had killed his wife. 

When police arrived they were led into the house by the man, who. 

showed them his wife's body in the basement. He indicated that he had 

also been injured and showed the officers some superficial cuts and 

puncture wounds on his body. The man was transferred to the 

Emergency Room of the local hospital for treatment. The crime scene 

extended from outside th~ house to the basement. The female victim, 

who had received multiple stab wounds was found lying on her back. 

Her pants had been ripped open and her panties had been pulled down 

to reveal her pubic area. Her sanitary napkin was pulled away and 

between her legs the crime scene officers retrieved an unused condom. 

The male had stated that he had surprised the intruder, when he had 

come home from jogging. 

The male showed the officers evidence of a burglary. The burglary 

consisted of items being tossed on the floor and perfume bottles being 

turned over on the dresser in the master bedroom. However, there 

wasn't anything missing. 

Although the presentation of the female body in the crime scene 

suggested a sexual attack, the circumstances of the event as well as the 

inconsistent statements of the husband indicated this murder to be 

based on an interpersonal oriented dispute and assault scenario. The 

husband was charged with his wife's murder based on the police 
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investigation as weB as the blood evidence and DNA testing (Petal , 

2007). 

Health and safety at a crime scene:-

Generally CSls tend to operate in hazardous and demanding 

situations, often where body fluids, such as blood or semen, have been 

shed. These body fluids, along with other body materiais, such as vomit 

and faeces, carry varying degrees of risk of infection to the CSI through 

blood-borne viruses. The main blood borne viruses the CSI should be 

aware of are those which may iead to hepatitis or human 

immunodefkiency syndrome(HIV) (Ohara and Osterburge, 2003). 

The most likely cause of infection for a CSI is coming into direct 

contact with contaminated blood through splashes into the eyes, nose, 

mouth or an open cut, or an injury caused by a needle or broken surface 

such as glass or wood. \Vhen handling small quantities of body fluids 

correlated material, such as taking a swab at a crime scene, a CSI 

should as a minimum wear latex or nitrile gloves, goggles and a 

facemask or respirator that covers both nose and mouth. The facemask 

or respirator must be of a type that has been specifically designed to 

prevent ingestion of blood borne viruses and plastic overshoes in order 

· to prevent the transfer ofbody 11uids to his/her own clothing. If sharp 

surfaces are to be handled for evidence recovery then "slash resistant" 

gloves nmst also be worn (McCracken , 2004). 
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Chapter (2) Characteristics of Physical Evidence 

Characteristics of Physical Evidence 

A successful crime scene investigation depends upon the collection 

d analvsis of various kinds of evidence. Forensic scientists classifv 
~ ., 

evidence in different ways and have specific ways of dealing with it. 

One major distinction is between physical and biological evidence. 

Physical evidence refers to any item of a nonliving origin, while 

biological evidence aJways originates from a human being. The most 

important types ofphysical evidence arc fingerprints, tire marks, 

footprints, fibers, and paint. Biologkal evidence incJudcs bloodstains, 

semen, hair and DNA((Ramland, 2006). 

Lcc:1rd's Exchange Principle dictates that evidence, both physical 

and biologicaJ, is to be found at the scene of a crime because the 

perpetrator always leaves something behind by having contact with 

victims and objects there. Similarly, he or she wi11 often take 

something away with them, which can be found on a search of this 

persons, clothes , vehic1c, or premises. Such evidence is often found in 

minute quantities and known as trace evidence (Dorrien , 2007). 

One important source of physical trace evidence is textile fibers, 

which usually come from c1othing or fmniturc involved in the crime. 

It may either be left behind by the perpetrator or picked up from the 

victim. Typically, trace evidence is invisible to the naked eye and is 

collected by brushing or vacuuming a suspecte(rsurfacc. Once 

ected ;:md sent to the laboratory, microscopic techniques wil! often 
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be used in its examination and analysis as, for example, in the case of 

paint fragments or textile fibers (Staggs, 2005}. 

1m pression marks are another important kind of physical 

_ evidence. When items like shoes or a tire come into contact with a soft 

surface, they leave behind a pattern showing some or all of their 

surface characteristics, known as an impression. The collection and 

analysis of impression evidence found at the scene of a crime can often 

be very important to an investigation (Petal , 2007). 

The collection of objects, marks and impressions that make up the 

physical evidence of a crime is a specialized task. -l he general 

principles of preserving physical evidence and assuring a secure chain 

of custody apply to all the crimes. However, time and effort put into 

collecting evidence will be more if a serious crime, like murder or 

rape, is investigated- compared to a so-called "Volume Crime " such 

as burglar; or car theft. In the latter case, investigators will 

concentrate on the entry and exit points taken by the perpetrator where 

they hope to find, fingerprints and possibly tool marks (Rini and 

Gary, 2002). 

In order for physical evidence to be analyzed and to tell its part of 

the story of a criminal incident, it must first be properly collected. ln 

order for the proper collection to take place, the crime scene, which 

contains the physical evidence, must be properly s_ecured, protected, 

and preserved ( Ladd eta/., 2004). 
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General Types of Evidence 

• Physical Evidence 

• Testimonial Evidence 

• Documentary Evidence 

• Behavioral Evidence 

Homicide investigation ,for example, each of these general types 

of evidence becomes crucial in the identification, apprehension and 

subsequent prosecution of offenders. However, the investigator should 

appreciate the nature of physical evidence( Lee and Gaensslen , 

2008). 

Physical Evidence:-

. Physical ~vidence is any tangible article, small or large, which tends 

to prove or dispwve a point in 4uestion. Jt may be used to: 

1. Reconstruct the crime, 

2. Identify the pmiicipants, or 

3. Confirm or discredit an alibi. 

· .· The proper collection and disposition of physical or trace evidence 

Jrom the crime scene and the body of the deceased is of the most 

 importance to the investigation and eventual court presentation. The 

evidence must have been obtained legally in order to be admissible . 

 Therefore, it is imperative that both the legal authority to collect the 

evidence and the proper collection techniques be considered prior to 

the actual collection of the evidence (Kiely , 2006) . 
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Common forms o(Evidence-: 

.. Biological e.g. blood, Semen and Saliva these arc subject to 

serological and biochemical analysis (all contain DNA). 

• Documents any handwriting, typewriting, ink, burned or 

charred documents 

• Drugs . 

.. Explosives any device with an explosive charge and any item 

that might contain the explosive residue. 

• Fibers ~-any fiber of any origin that might show cross-transfer 

between object and/or persons (can link suspect and crime 

scene). 

• Fingerprints ( latent and v~sible). 

• Firearms and Ammunition (discharged or intact). 

• Glass particles that may show cross-transfer or panes that m!ght 

have bullet holes (fragments are easy to compare). 

• Hair-- animal or human hair showing cross-transfer (hair can be 

matched microscopicaliy)(Safestein, 2002). 

Purpose o( Examinalioll o[Physical Evidence:-. 

There are two ways by which physical evidence is useful:-· 

*Identification: determination of the physkal or chemical identity of 

a substance with as near absolute certainty as the existing analytical 

techniques will allow. 
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ldentification:- One type of identification is of a single object or 

substance. In these cases laboratory results identify the evidence based 

on its physical and/ or chemical properties. J7or example, a forensic 

chemist can state that a suspected drug substances has been identified 

as heroin because it conforms to scientifically established data related 

to heroin ( Roberston and Roux , 2003). 

In some identifications, it can be determined that two or more 

separate articles were once joined together to form a single object. 

This identification, called " Fracture Matches", are positive and 

unequiv0cal from the forensic standpoint. e.g. the broken ends of two 

pieces of wood ( Horswell , 2003). 

*Comparison: Subjecting a suspect specimen and a control specimen 

to the same tests for the purl-JOSe of proving common origin 

( Weijenburge, 2007). 

Comparison:- Many identifications are based on the premise that 

cettain objects leave unique imprint or marking when in contact with 

,other objects e.g .. latent fingerprints on glass which can be positively 

identified with dermai ridges of a suspect. Many identifications 

involve the comparison oftwo or more items of evidence to establish 

that these items may come trom the same source e.g. a comparison of 

hair discovered on the victims clothing with known hair samples 

obtained from the suspect ( Barker , 2004) . 
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Comparison has two stages: 

a. Forensic scientist performs a series of tests on the sample. 

b. Investigators form an opinion of whether the results indicate that 

the two samples have a common origin (Gardner and Ross, 2005). 

Example for identification and comparison. The victim in this case 

was raped and strangled in her home . The criminal tried to disguise 

the crime scene by tying a lamp cord from a desk Jam p around the 

victim's neck and making the death appear to be a suicide. A latent 

fingerprint was discovered on the base of the bmp using super glue. 

The ease was solved when the latent print was matched to a 

neighborhood youth who h;.:d claimed never to have been in the 

v1ctim's house (see figure 4) (Barker, 2004). 

Figure(4):L::?otent fingerprint for identification and 

comparison (Hazelwood and Burges, 2004). 
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Characteristics o{Phvsica/ Evidence:-

. *Class:- Associated with a "class" with high probability, but 

·associated with a "single source'' with low probability, class 

characteristic evidence is that \\,hich cannot be forensically identified 

with specinc source to the exclusion of all others. Examples include 

hair and fibers (Anderson and Bramble, 2003). 

There are inherent problems with the effective use of class 

characteristic evidence: 

1- The types of evidence in this categol) do not provide positive 

identification of a person, in contrast to an identification provided by 

latent prints, and are, therefore, not worth co!Jecting. 

2- Collection and handling of very small evidence is too difticu1t to 

accomplish at a crime scene . 

3- Typical class evidence( especially hairs and fibers) is so common. 

-There are many forensic laboratories that do not routinely provide 

examinations of certain forms of class characteristic evidence (Porter, 

2002). 

*Individual:- Associated with a "single source" with extremely high 

probabiJity. Examples:- Fingerprints: They are unique. There is 

virtually ::10 chance of two people ever having identical prints, ~ot 

even identical twins. Individual characteristic evidence is usually less 
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common than the class type. Otten, the item of evidence collected in 

an investigation has the potential to provide information on both class 

and individual level. An illustration ofthis possibility would be a 

section of cloth ripped from the suspect's shirt by the victim during 

rape, the laboratory would first remove debris present( Bevel and 

Gardner, 2000). 

The next step would be to compare the comparison, color, design 

and construction of the tom section of cloth. A further examination of 

individual characteristic evidence reveal two basic subdivision:-

1- Association that identifies a specific "person" as a source. 

2- Association that identifies a specific " Ihing'' as a source . 

. (Aveni, 2005). 

Tile Evidence Environn1ent:-

The word environment conveys interest in the surroundings from 

which a sample of evidence was taken. As an example, in case of a 

sexual assault when examined a bedroom the investigator has only to 

consider all types of material and the possible transfer evidence in 

various combinations that can be taken from this scene. Artkles 

normally present within the room that might provide transferable 

· evidence include the carpet or sma11 rugs, fabric composing bed 

clothing and personal clothing, cosmetics, various medications ,and 
-

various hairs normally shed by, and forcibly removed from ,the victim 

(Azoury et al ., 2002). 
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Advantage of Evidence Environment:-

1- Trace evidence is transient. In addition to being easily dislodged 

and lost, it generally originates from the environment most 

recently contracted. In collecting trace evidence from a carpet, 

for example, the goal should be to remove the debris from the 

surface but not removing all dirt, hair, and soil ground in by 

years of use. 

2- The significance of the evidence is greatly enhanced by the 

presence of materials that are unique or particularly uncommon. 

Evidence sources that are extremely common have relatively 

little evidentiary value because they are so common. 

3- The more transfers taking place, the more significant the 

association between the original source and the person or object 

receiving the transferred material is , especially when the available 

evidence types and varieties are limited ( Barker , 2004). 

Physical Evidence Reports:-

For each piece of physical evidence evaluated, a physical evidence 

report should be completed (see appendix ). The type of physical 

evidence and a description of its physical characteristics are listed on 

the report. A careful description of the physical evidence wi11 be 

helpful in the trial. During lab time, you will provide to the 

investigativE' teams the evidence taken from the 3 suspects (Aveni, 

2005). 
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The teams they have an important task to complete: They must 

compare the evidence left behind at the scene of the crime to the 

evidence taken from the suspects to see if there is a match. Under 

"comparison of crime evidence to suspect evidence" on the physical 

evidence report, the investigative team members should report either 

how the evidence from the crime scene and the evidence from the 

suspects are different or if there is a match between the two. Physical 

evidence repmis included forms are: Police Repoti, Property Report, 

Evidence Collected Repor1 (Eco and Sebeok , 2006). 

,_ 
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Chapter (3) Evidence Transfer 

Evidence Transfer 

Transfer of evidence is def~ned as any evidential substance or 

particle such as blood, fluids, hairs, fibers, paint, and skin that is 

exchanged between an assailant and a victim or the scene of the crime. 

Such evidence can be transfered either from the criminal to the victim 

or from the victim to the criminal. lt can also be transferred into or out 

of the crime scene. This transfer often occurs when forcible contact 

occurs between persons, vehicles, or objects. For example, when glass 

fragments from one automobile are found on another vehicle, an 

exchange of evidence transfer has occurred (Eco and Sebeok , 2006). 

An important forensic principle that involves transfer of evidence is 

·the Locard's exchange principle. Proposed in 1910 by Dr. Edmond 

Locard, the principle states that " Whenever there is contact between 

two objects (whether a living thing or not), there is a transfer of 

material between them". It is therefore the responsibility of forensic 

experts to find that transfer of evidence, however difficult, may be 

located ( Roux and Roberston , 2004). 

Transfer of evidence often plays a critical role in hit-and-run 

accidents involving a pedestrian hit by a vehicle. When investigators 

locate the perpetrator and his vehicle, it is common to find blood, 

pieces of clothing, and skin from the victim on the vehicle and pieces 

paint or broken glass on the victim that has been transferred from 

driver's vehicle (Barbara et al., 2003). 
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The principal investigative value of evidence transfer is its abilitv to 
. ~ 

be traced. When it is found on a suspect it connects the suspect with 

the scene of the alleged crime or with the alleged victim. A suspect, 

who carries away fragments, small materials, or tissues that are cleariy 

identifiable with the victim, can be definitely associated with a 

particular crime when such transfer of evidence is found. Victims who 

scratch an assailant often lodge minute skin cells, clothing fibers, and 

other materials from the assailant's bodv and clothing under their - '-' 

fingernails. These materials can be retrieved by forensic investigators 

and used as evidence against the al1eged criminal ( Osterberg and 

Ward, 2003). 

Contact implies the condition of touching. Hov.':;ver a source and a 

receiver surface need not make contact with one another for 

transference of material to occur between them. For example, if glass 

from a smashed window is transferred directly to clothing, it needs not 

be achieved by surface contact of clothes and window but is often 

achieved by aerial transference (Sampson, 2002). 

Evidence that drops from the pocket or trouser cuffs onto a receiver 

bed sheet surface is not by strict definition contact evidence . An 

arsonist's hair may be heat damaged, not by contact between hair and 

flame, but by transference of energy rather than matter trom the flame 

to the hair (Sampson , 2004). 
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The principal investigative value of evidence transfer is its ability to 

be traced. When it is found on a suspect it connects the suspect with 

the scene of the alleged crime orwith the alleged victim. A suspect, 

who carries away fragments, small materials, or tissues that are clearly 

identifiable with the victim, can be definitely associated with a 

particular crime when such transfer of evidence is found. Victims who 

scratch an assai1ant often lodge minute skin cells, clothing fibers, and 

other materials from the assailant's body and clothing under their 

fingernails. These materials can be retrieved by forensic investigators 

and used as evidence against the alleged criminal ( Osterberg and 

Ward, 2003). 

Contact implies the conditiou of touching. Hov.'~ver a source and a 

receiver surface need not make contact with one another for 

transference of material to occur between them. For example, if glass 

from a smashed window is transferred directly to clothing, it needs not 

be achieved by surface contact of clothes and window but is often 

achieved by aerial transference (Sampson, 2002). 

Evidence that drops from the pocket or trouser cuffs onto a receiver 

bed sheet surface is not by strict definition contact evidence . An 

arsonist's hair may be heat damaged, not by contact between hair and 

flame, but by transference of energy rather than matter from the flame 

to the hair (Sampson ~ 2004). 
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In general, physical materials may provide evidence of two 

different categories, although larger sub-divisions have been 

described. First they may indicate that an 'offence' has occurred. 

This in general requires identification of a physical material 

(Sampson , 2004). 

Examples include, identification oftraces of flammable and 

combustible fuels at a fire scene, identification of alcohol in blood 

samples, identification of drugs in body fluids or in an illicit 

preparation (Bevel and Gardner, 2000). 

In addition, physical materials may associate people with an event. 

In this regard, the evidence may implicate an individual, or eliminate 

others or corroborate the statements of witnesses, complainants and 

suspects. Corroboration need not necessarily be linked with human 

evidence (German, 2006). 

Clearly, evidence indicating an oftence and evidence associating · 

people with an event are complementary in the sense thatthesecond 

may follow from the first. However, the circumstances of an event 

indicate that an offence of some kind has clearly occurred and 

therefore there is only the question of who is associated with that 

event (Tal and Ilan , 2007). 
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Genera/Classification of Material Taking Account o(their 

Potential (or Personalisation is as follows:-

* Primary material:- is derived from the naked person. If a suspect 

moves into and away from a crime scene he may transfer materials 

which personalise him; for example fingerprints, palm and foot prints 

and hair. Primary materials may also be derived from within the 

person. An individual moving into and away from a crime scene may 

transfer blood, semen, saliva, tissue .The most important personal ising 

features, such as fingerprints, blood, tissue, semen and saliva, are an 

unchangeable and unique components ofthe person ( Barnum and 

Klasey , 2004). 

* Secondary material:- is derived from people who are both clothed 

and in possession of tools. A suspect moving· into and away from a 

scene may transfer or leave impressions of their clothing, shoes, tools, 

etc. The person has what may be generally described as immediate 

possessions, of clothing ,utilities, tools, weapons, cars, pens/ink, etc. 

Crucially important in this distinction is that a suspect with a 

secondary material gains these identifiers by personal choice. The 

person chooses their immediate possessions/utilities, which he/she 

may change, discard or disguise, thus exercising personal control over 

them ( Davis , 2004). 

* Tertiary material:'" is derived by considering people in their total 

environment and examining those contaminants on the surface of the 

body, the immediate possessions and utilities. A suspect moving into 
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and away from a crime scene may provide some evidence, which 

personalise him. The person may take a hair from a domestic pet 

which is present on his clothing or paint spatter from his daily 

working clothes or mud from his boots, characteristic of his own 

backyard. It may be in· moving away from a scene that the person 

takes with him carpet fibers , pollen or industrial waste present as dust 

at the scene on his shoes (Barnum and Klasey, 2004 ). 

Whatever the crucial distinction is, the suspect is there by some 

adventitious cause and not by personal choice. This is because 

although people may cats or land, they do not choose to carry 

fragmented portions of these environments on their person. Nor do 

they choose to collect carpet fibers or industrial waste from a scene. It 

happens by accident Most often, tertiary materials are deriverl from 

secondary possessions and utilities. Class overlap of materials does 

occur under these definitions. For example, head hair, depending on 

its cosmetic treatment, falls into both primary and secondary material 

categories. Overlap between secondary and tertiary materials depends 

on the usefulness and immediateness of the suspect possession 

( Egawa et al ., 2002). 

The principle of ~ssociating people and events by examining for the 

transfer of physical materials between them is valid. However, to 

expressing such a principle as simply as' every contact leaves trace' 

may not be desirable. Ifth~ principle were to be reformulated, a 

examination ofthe elements, which underpin it, is necessary. 
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One such element is the physical materials themselves. Three have 

been proposed criteria for the general classification, based on their 

source. These are materials existing in humans by genetic 

determination, those chosen to be possessed and used by him and 

those adventitiously present on him. A number of implications arise 

from this particularly with regard to the materials crime scene 

investigators searching tor ( Sampson , 2002). 

Although the three level classification of materials general!y assumes a 

gradation by which they may personaiize individuals, it must be stressed 

that in practice ,it does not necessarily provide a complementary gradation in

the value of evidence obtainable. Ivlaterials either singly, or in combination, 

and arising from any classification level may in the circumstances of any 

particular case provide information of high evidential value. Therefore the 

potential of each cannot be ignored. Clearly from the perspective of the 

crime scene investigator, the important implication is the need to be aware o

all possibilities for exchange of materiais, physical, chemical or biological, 

which may later prove to be of practical evidential value ( Azoury et al ., 

2002). 

Trace Evidence:-

Because trace physical evidence is so small and frequently cannot be 

seen with the naked eye it is difficult to find. There is less chance that 

the suspect has deliberately eliminated this form of evidence, as would 

.be the case with larger objects, which might associate him/her with a · 
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particular crime scene (Evan and Nelson, 2002 ). 

To summarise the practical application of the work done by Locard · 

and others , it has been established from experience and research that 

the degree of transfer depends on: 

- The force or pressure applied when two objects come into contact, 

- The brushing or scrubbing action during contact, 

- The smoothness or roughness of one or both contact surfaces, and 

-The duration the items are in contact (( Egawa et al., 2002). 

d Research has also established that the likelihood of discovering 

on m transferred trace material, which has resulted from contact between 

ton, two items, will depend on: 

I - The nature of the surface onto which the material has been 

1e transferred (e.g. cotton material will not retain transferred fibers for as 

long as a woolen clothes), 

re of - The elapsed time since the contact; and 

ai, - The nature and extent of movement of the object bearing the 

transferred material (e.g. has the clothed been shaken, washed or dry

cleaned? which would increase the loss of surface material)(Donche 

and Hebrard , 2002). 

Trace evidence is normally caused by objects or substances 

contacting one another, and leaving a minute sample on the contact 

surfaces. Material is often transferred by heat induced by contact 

friction. The importance of trace evidence in criminal investigations 

was shown by Dr. Edmond Locard in the early 20th Century. 
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Throughout the past century forensic scientists have used trace 

evidence to reconstruct crimes as we11 as to describe the people, places 

and things involved in them( Doyle , 2003). 

Examples:-

Examples of typical trace evidence in criminal cases include 

fingerprints, hairs, fibers, glass, paint chips, soils, botanical materials, 

gunshot residue, explosives residue, and volatile hydrocarbons (arson 

evidence). For such evidence to be useful, it must be compared to 

similar items from suspects, but particular care is necessary to 

ensure a thorough analysis(Doylc, 2003). 

Protection:_: 

The best form of preservation is first to photograph it in situ, and 

then take the object which shows key traces, protect it and analyse 

later under controlled laboratory condiiions.Many different techniques 

are used in the protection of trace evidence from criminal 

investigations, although all must be photographed when fresh and still 

in place. Samples may be collected by shaking, brushing, taping, 

vacuuming, swabbing and hand picking, although great care may be 

needed to prevent contamination with other substances (such as 

natural oil and sweat on the hand ofthe coiiector). In some cases, such 

as with oil or grease, a solvent extraction can be used to collect the 

evidence for analysis. The method used for collection is generally 
~ . ·-

dependent on both the type of evidence and from where or what sort 

of object it is being collected from (Evan and Nelson , 2002). 
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/-Physical evidence are impressions such a fingerprints, footprints, 

shoe prints, lip 'prints, tool marks, weapons, bullets and shell casings. 

Physical evidence typical1y reduces the number of suspects to a 

smaller group of individuals. (Fingerprints excluded). 

2-Biological evidence includes body fluids, hair , plants parts, and 

fibers. 

3- Chemical evidence analyze drugs as well as paints, remnants of 

explosives, fire debris, gun shot residues, fibers, and soil samples. 

They can also test for a presence of radioactive substances (nuclear 

weapons), toxic chemicals (chemical weapons) and biological toxins 

(biological weapons). Forensic chemists can also be called on in a 

case of environmental pollution to test the compounds and trace their 

origin. The samples are obtained from a variety of objects and often 

contain only minute amounts of chemicals ( Eco and Sebeok , 2006). 

Legal Aspects of Trace Evidence:-

1-Direct Evidence-
• First hand observations such as eyewitness accounts 

• In the court this would involve testimony by a witness who 

either personally saw, heard or did (confessions). 

2- Circumstantial Evidence 

Indirect evidence that can only be used imply a fact but that does not 

directly prove it. The suspect and the victim are the only ones who 

were involved or witnesses to what occurred at the scene of a crime. 
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This circumstantial evidence which is (physical or biological)found at 

a crime scene can provide a link after examination ( Porter, 2002). 
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Chapter (4) Processing of Crime Scene 

Processing of Crime Scene 

1t is the responsibility of the first arriving officer to preserve and 

:protect the scene. Oi1ly authorized personnel should be allowed on the 

. Every-person who enters the scene is a potential destroyer of 

viable physical evidence ( Safestein , 2004). 

Once the scene is secured, lead investigator establishes: 

• boundaries of the scene 

• perpetrator's path of entrance and exit 

• documentation of photographs of physical evidence 

• strategy for systematic examination and documentation of entire 

crime scene ( Siegel , 2007). 

e Processin :-

1. Four t() five dolls. These could be purchased from secondhand 

stores, or you could ask students for old dolJs. These dolls should have 

of long hair, so that samples may be cut for use. 

2. Twenty to thirty sports cards. Any type will suffice for this crime 

· :One roll of yellow caution tape. Construction caution tape or police 

tape will work best. 

Microscope slides or glass plates/mirrors (two per team of four 

...... , .. "'" sj. These wil1 be used for fingerprints. 

Inked shoe print on notebook paper. 

andwritten note: ' 
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7. Scissors for cutting hair. 

8. Masking tape for taping the yeJlow caution tape to create a police 

line. 

9. Cards for numbering evidence stations. One for each station. 

10. A camera (Goddard, 2001). 

Since the crime scene will not remain in its original state for very 

long, a penn anent record of the scene must be made as soon as 

possible. These records are also required at trial 

(Ben Yosef et al ., 2003). 

Methods tor documenting o[the scene :-

1-Photography 

Whether a video camera is available or not, it is absolutely essential 

that still photographs be taken to document the crime scene. If a video 

camera is available, then photographs wiH be the second step in 

recording the crime scene. If video is not available, then still 

photography will be the first step. Photographs can demonstrate the 

same type of things that the videotape does, but photographs from the 

crime scene can also be used in direct comparison situations. For 

example, actual size photographs (also known as one-to-one photos) 

can be used to compare fingerprints and shoeprints photographed at 

the crime scene to known fingerprints or shoe prints from a suspect. 

This is the advantage of photographs over videotape ( Dorrien , 

2007). 
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The scene should be photographed in an unaltered condition. 

ess someone is injured, everything should be left in its original 

ition until all evidence is photographed. If a body is present, 

should be taken to show position and location relative to the 

,,ttr"' scene( Anderson and Brambl, 2003). 

Close-ups photos of injuries and weapons are necessary. After 

oval of the body, photos ofthe area underneath should also be 

(Browing and Maples , 2002). 

Close-upPhotos of Physical Evidence with a ruler or something 

to show size/scale point of reference .Videotaping/digital 

can also enhance the preservation of the evidence in its 

state. Still photography is the best for its details (Bevel , 

A video camera is the available step in documenting a crime scene. 

ideotape can provide a perspective on the crime scene layout which 

be as easily perceived in photographs and sketches. It is a more 

viewing medium to which people can readily relate, especially 

demonstrating the structure of the crime scene and how the 

ce is related to the crime (Safestein , 2004). 

on of markers placed by the investigators and any lights turned 
.-

during the walk through. These alterations can be noted on the 

· portion of the tape. Before taping, the camera range should be 
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cleared of all personnel. Any person in the area should be forewarned 

that taping is about to commence and they should remain silent for the 

duration of the tape. This prevents recording any potentially 

embarrassing statements (Siegel , 2007). 

Once the video camera begins recording, it should not be stopped 

until the taping is complete. The key to good videotaping is slow 

camera movement (Tuan , 2008). 

The taping should begin with a general overview of the scene and 

surrounding area. The taping should continue throughout the crime 

scene using wide angle, close up, and even macro (extreme close up) 

shots to demonstrate the layout of the evidence and its relevance to the 

crime scene. lf videotaping in a residence, the camera can show how 

the pe11inent rooms are laid out inrelation to each other and how they 

can be accessed . This is sometimes lost in photographs and sketches 

(Azoury et al ., 2002). 

3- Sketches:-

The final phase in documenting the scene is making a crime scene 

sketch. The drawback of photographs is that they are two-dimensional 

representations of three-dimensional objects. As a rc~ult, most 

photographs can distort the spatial relationships of the photographed 

objects causing items to appear closer together or farther apart than 

they actually are. If spatial relationships of the evjdence are ~mportant 

orif something needs to have proportional measurements included in 
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it for calculations (such as bullet trajectory angles, accident 

reconstructions, etc.) then a sketch must be made of the crime scene 

( Cartwrigh , 2007). 

· A-Rough Sketch :after taking photos, the investigator wi11 sketch 

the scene. first a rough sketch is made at the scene containing accurate 

depiction of the dimensions of the scene and the location of important 

objects in the crime (body, weapon, etc.). It is advisable to measure a11 

objects from two fixed points (triangulation method) with a tape 

measure . Each object is then given a letter and a legend with a list 

correlating the letter to the item. The sketch should always designate 

North( see figure 5) ( Cartwrigh, 2007). 

Figure (5) :Rough sketch (Clegg, 2001). 
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R-Finished Sketch: a finished sketch will then be made from the 

rough sketch . It will be drown to actual scale using the 

measurements provided in the rough sketch. This is what will be 

used as evidence in the court (see figure 6) (Evan and Nelson, 

2002). 
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Fig(6) :Finished sketch (Cummins and Midol, 2007). 
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The scene should be photographed in an unaltered condition. 

ess someone is injured, everything should be left in its original 

ition until all evidence is photographed. If a body is present, 

should be taken to show position and location relative to the 

,,ttr"' scene( Anderson and Brambl, 2003). 

Close-ups photos of injuries and weapons are necessary. After 

oval of the body, photos ofthe area underneath should also be 

(Browing and Maples , 2002). 

Close-upPhotos of Physical Evidence with a ruler or something 

to show size/scale point of reference .Videotaping/digital 

can also enhance the preservation of the evidence in its 

state. Still photography is the best for its details (Bevel , 

A video camera is the available step in documenting a crime scene. 

ideotape can provide a perspective on the crime scene layout which 

be as easily perceived in photographs and sketches. It is a more 

viewing medium to which people can readily relate, especially 

demonstrating the structure of the crime scene and how the 

ce is related to the crime (Safestein , 2004). 

on of markers placed by the investigators and any lights turned 
.-

during the walk through. These alterations can be noted on the 

· portion of the tape. Before taping, the camera range should be 
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4-Notes: 

Note taking is a constant activity throughout the processing of the 

crime scene it contain: 

1- Notification information: Date and time, method of notification, 

and information received. 

2- Arrival information : Means of transportation, date and time, 

personnel present at the scene, and any notification to be made. 

3- Scene description: Weather, location, type and condition, major 

structures, (point of entry) identification of transient and conditional 

evidence. 

4- Victim description: In most jurisdictions , a body should not be 

moved or disturbed until the medical examiner has given approval, 

after which notes can be made of position, lividity, wounds, and 

clothes. 

5- Crime scene team: Assignments to team members, walk through 

information, the beginning and ending times, and the evidence

handling results (German , 2006). 

Labeling and numbering/ nomenclature schemes for the evidence 

items covered in notes, photos, sketches, and their relationship to 

identification marking (Evan and Nelson ~ 2002). 

Searching the Scene:-

Searching the crime scene must be systematic . The type of search 

· will be determined by the locale and size of the area and the actions of 
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victims and suspects at the scene. The different patterns of searching 

(see figure 7 ). 

1- Link method: one type of evidence leads to another. It is 

experiential, logical, and systemic~ It works with large and small' 

scenes , indoor and outdoor. 

Line method : Works best on large, outdoor scenes, but requires 

a search coordinator. 

3- Grid method: It is modified double line search . It is effective 

but time consuming. 

4- Zone method: It is best used on scenes with defined zones or 

areas .It is effective in houses or buildings. 

5- Wheel method: It is used for special situations .It has limited 

application, best utilizes in small or circular crime scenes. 

6- Spiral method: His best used in crime scenes with no physical 

barriers e.g. open water .It requires the ability to trace a regular 

pattern with fixed diameters, thus has a limited application 

(James and Nordby , 2004). 
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Any charred debris should be packaged in an air-tight container so 

the petroleum residues do not evaporate (paint cans are often used 

here). For each piece of physical evidence evaluated ,a physical 

evidence report should be written. The type of physical evidence and 

description of its physical characteristic are listed in this report(Weast 

 '2005). 

During lab time, the is evidence taken from three suspects is provided 

to the investigation team. The teams then have an important task to 

complete. They must compare the evidence left behind at the scene of 

the crime to the evidence taken from the suspect to see if~here is a 

match. In the physical evidence report, the investigate team member 

should report whether the evidence from the crime scene and the 

evidence from the suspect are different or if there is a match between the 

two (Wilgus ; 2003). 

During time spent in the lab analyzing and matching up the 

physical evidence, it is important to start identifYing the suspect. The 

···suspect could be identified at this time by one of two methods; they 

could be identified by names that are provided or by letters, e.g·. 

suspect A, B and C (Y osef and Almog , 2002). 

When the physical evidence is provided from the suspect to the 

investigation teams, the match and how match evidence there will be 

· against each suspect it must be considered(Y osef and Almog , 2002)~ 
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Submitting evidence to the lab is required for all articles to be 

tested. Case history should accompany the evidence submission form 

so that the analy$t can examine the evidence in a logical sequence. 

The particular type of test should be noted, but the analyst is not 

bound to that test only_ Evidence submitted for testing must be listed, 

packaged separately and assigned a number or a letter ( Saferstein , 

2002). 

Transient, fragile or easily lost evidence should be collected first. 

Some item of evidence because of location within the crime scene may 

have to be moved or repositioned so, documentation must proceed 

immediately(\Vagner, 2003). 

General Collec~ion Techniques: 

A variety of techniques have been developed for the collection of 

trace material and other potential evidential material. The main 

techniques are: 

1- Handpicking: Whenever examining crime scenes, clothes, or 

bodies, the initial emphasis should be directed towards the collection 

of gross and macroscopic items. These items can be recovered by 

hand or by the use of tweezers. ftems large enough to be seen with the 

naked eye should be collected by handpicking. 

2-Removal ofthe whole object: When dealing with items that are 

large or large items that have evidential material deposited on them , 

the whole object should be removed. 
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3-Pipetting: Pools of liquid e.g. blood can be easily be collected by 

using a disposable pipette. 

4- Tape lifting: It is a reliable method for collecting trace microscopic 

materials from a variety of surfaces, in particular clothes and motor 

vehicle seats. 

5- Sweeping: This method is particularly useful in collecting material 

from a variety areas including inaccessible sites or those where there is 

a large distribution of materials. Sweeping is also a useful collection 

technique for the examination of motor vehicles where large amount of 

debris may be present on the floor surface in the cabin. 

6- Vacuuming: The collection of microscopic material from clothes, 

motor vehicles and other large objects by vacuuming is another 

valuable means of collecting trace material. 

7- swabbing: Dry cotton wool swabs can be used to collect minute 

particles. The fibrous nature of the swab end can be effectively used to 

collect particulate matter. 

8- Scraping: Some samples such as dried blood or paint smears need to 

be scrapped into a container. 

9- Cutting: It may be necessary to cut out and remove stained areas 

from large items. 

10- Casting: Casts should be made in cases of footwear impression and 

sliding tool marks(Wagner, 2003). 
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Controls:-

When possible, any collected evidence (hair, fibers, soil, etc.) should 

be compared with a control (known sample) from the actual crime 

scene. Blood stain evidence must be accompanied by whole blood or 

buccal swab controls obtained from all relevant crime scene participants 

(Staggs , 2005). 
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Chapter (5) Special Evidence Collection 

Special Evidence Collection 

Blood Stains and Samples:.,. 

1-Patiertt:-

 Jn order to locate traces of blood a good light source, as the CSI may 

not always be searching for red blood on a white back ground. 

Apparent blood located at a crime scene can indicate much more than 

just a DNA profile. By analyzing the blood stain pattern it may 

provide us with a whole host of information (Manzel , 2006 ). 

Information elicited from an examination ofblood at the sce:-~e and 

on the suspect or victim may include any of the following: 

* The direction from which any force was applied obtained by an 

examiriationofthe direction the blood was traveling when it hit a 

surface; The tail ofthe blood splashes termed "cast-off' indicates this 

· the tail points in the direction the blood was traveling( see figure 8). 

• * The angle at which it hit the surface, indicated by the way the blood 

runs. 

* The amount of force involved. The harder the victim was struck the 

smaller the splash on the surface. 

* The type of instrument used in the attack(Tal and Ilan , 2007). 
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Figure(8):The direction o£ b~ood splash or cast of£ 

( Wilgus , 2004) . 

2- Collection fresh Blood Stains:-

Blood that is in liquid pools should be picked up or pi petted on a 

gauze pad or other clean sterile cotton cloth and allowed to air dry 

thoroughly, at room temperature. It should be refrigerated or frozen as 

soon as possible and brought to the laboratory as quickly as possible. 

Delays beyond 48 hours may render the samples useless. If close to 

the laboratory, deliver of stained objects immediately and if unable to 

deliver to the laboratory, should be allowed the stain to air drv 

completely before packaging ( Donche and Hebrard, 2002). 

Stained material should not be heated or placed in bright sunlight to 

dry .Clothes and similar articles should not be hanged in a room where 

there is adequate ventilation. Should be refrigerated, and not frozen 
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standards collected in yellow stoppered vacutainers ( Carrington , 

2005). 

lfnot completely dry, they should be labeled and rolled in paper or 

placed in a brown paper bag or box and sealed in a labeled container. 

Must be placed only one item in each container. Plastic containers 

should not be used ( Thorwold , 2008). 

3- Collection Dried Blood Stains:-

On clothing, if possible, in clean paper should be wrapped the item , 

placed the article in a brown paper bag or box and sealed and labeled 

the container. Stains from the clothes should not be removed. On 

small solid objects, send the whole stained object to the laboratory, 

after labeling and packaging. On large solid objects, cover the stained 

area with clean paper and seal the edges down with tape to prevent 

loss or contamination (Warlow, 2004). 

If impractical to deliver the whole object to the laboratory, scrape 

the stain into a clean piece of paper, which can be folded and placed in 

an envelope. Scrape blood from objects using a freshly washed and 

dried knife or similar tool. Wash and dry the tool before each stain is 

scraped off. Seal and mark the envelope. Dried stains should not be 

mixed. Place each stain in a separate envelope ( Tal and Ilan • 2007). 

Standard Blood Specimens 
·#Blood Samples From Dead Bodies:-

. Request that the pathologist should obtains the sample directly from 

the heart of dead body. 
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#Blood Samples From Living Individuals 

lfthe victim is injured to the extent that a transfusion is necessary, 

make an effort to obtain or begin necessary procedures to obtain the 

pre'-transfusion sample collected by the hospital ( Wilgus , 2003). 

Saliva 

DNA can be found within the buccal cells contained within the 

saliva. DNA can there fore potentially be located on any item that has 

been bitten, chewed on spat on. The likelihood of buccal ceils being 

present in the saliva on items depends on the length and strength of· 

contact of both the saliva anJ the item with the inside of the mouth. 

If the sample is recovered cotTectly then there is in the region of a 40 

percent chance of the sample revealing a DNA profile. There are three 

types of samples that can be taken for DNA profiling. Saliva is 

collected on a sterile gauze pad or swabs, allowed to air dry and 

packageed in paper. Plastic containers must not be used (Fay, 2001). 

Setninal Stains 

Semen is a strong source of DNA and its presence at the scene of 

asexual assault can do much to confirm or refute the victim's is and 

suspect's is story as to the sequence of events. If so Seminal stains are 

often, but not always, found on clothing, blankets, sheets. Allow any 

stains to air dry, wrap in paper, and package evidence in paper bags. 

- Plastic bags must not be used( Davis, 2004). 
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For sex offense cases, the victim should always be examined by a 

physician. A Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit is used to collect 

evidence from the victim. It is very important that the instructions on 

the kit be fo11owed with care in order to gain the greatest benefit from . 

the col1ected evidence (Manzel , 2006). 

Labe1 all clothes e.g. under shons, panties, or other and package 

each c1oth separately. If damp, allow fabric to dry completely before 

packaging. Handle fabrics as little as possible ( Miller, 2002). 

Consider special handling of non-absorbent items on (metal or 

plastic). Any condensation from thawing could disturb or destroy such 

evidence. Such items should be kept at room temperature and 

submitted to the lab as soon as possible(Ashbaugh, 2003). 

For aH Stains and Controls 

1. Air dry, 
2: Package in paper, or 
3. Freeze (Ashbaugh ,2003). 

DNA 

The forensic application of DNA typing methods over the past fifteen 

years constitutes a major advancemen~ in the examination of biological 

evidence. With its remarkable sensitivity and power of discrimination; 

DNA analysis has become a key figure in the fields of forensic science, · 

forensic medicine and anthropology, and pak:mity testing. Many 

different types of physical evidence are commonly submitted to 
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forensic science laboratories for examination. 1nitia1ly, evidence that 

was suitable for DNA analysis was limited to biological substances that 

contain nucleated cells. This limitation has been overcome in the last 

5years with the implementation of mitochondrial DNA sequence in the 

forensic arena. Common biological specimens from which DNA has 

been successfully isolated and typed areas follows: bones, blood and 

bloodstains, semen and seminal stains, tissues, organs~ teeth, hairs, 

finger nails, saliva, urine, and other biological fluids(Barker, 2004). 

Hair 

Recover all hair present. If possible, use the fingers or tweezers to 

pick up hair, place in paper bindles or coin envelopes which should 

then be folded and sealed in larger envelopes(Fisher, 2004). 

In rape cases, the victim's pubic region should be combed prior to 

collecting standards. Known hair samples should be obtained from the 

victim, suspect, or any other possible sources for comparison with 

unknown specimens (Gardner et al ., 2008). 

The recommended method for collecting head hairs is to start by 

having the person from whom they are being collected bend over a 

large sheet of clean paper, rubbing or massaging their hands through 

the hair so that loose hair will fall out on the paper (Fisher ; 2004). 
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Fibers and Threads 

Such examinations will sometimes indicate the type of clothes or 

fabric from which they originated. Fibers and threads can also be 

compared with suspects clothing to determine whether or not they 

could have come from this clothing ( see figure 9)( (Manzel , 2006). 

If threads or large fibers are found, they can be picked up with the 

fingers and placed in a paper bindle, then in a coin envelope, which 

can be sealed and marY:ed. Fibers must be sent directly into a mailing 

envelope since they can be lost from this type of envelope and send 

the whole exhibit to the laboratory (Lee et al ., 2001 ). 

Figure(9):Fibers found on knife b~ade with use o£ the 
stereo microscopic found to be consistent with fibers 

£rom the shirt o£ a victim stabbed to death (Sigman and 
Williams , 2007). 

Glass 

Windows are frequently broken in burglaries, headlights are broken 

in hit-and-run cases, and bottles shatter and can leave fragments on 
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personal belongings of suspects involved in various types of crimes 

(Dostoyevsky , 2007). 

Shoes and clothing of suspects or other objects contaminated with 

. glass should be wrapped in paper and submitted to the laboratory for 

examination. All glass found at hit-and-run scenes should be 

recovered. The search should not be limited to the point of impact, 

since headlight glass may be dropped off at some distance away as the 

car leaves the crime scene. Glass from different locations should be·. 

kept in different containers. A11 glass should be collected because 

more than one type may be present. ln addition, if just a few 

representative samples are saved, individual pieces that could be 

physically matched with glass remaining in the headlight shell of the 

suspected vehiclemay be overlooked(Sigmanand Williams, 2007). 

Small glass fragments should be placed in paper bindles, then in 

. coin envelopes, pill boxes, or film cans which can be marked and 

completely sealed. Large glass fragments must be placed in boxes. 

Individual pieces with cotton or tissue should be separated to prevent 

breakage and damaged edges during shipment. The box should be 

sealed and marked containing them ( Russ , 2003). 

Standards for comparison of glass:-

* Windows: If the broken window is small, send the whole 

window or all gla~-~ remaining to the laboratory. lf the window is 

large, recover several samples from different areas of the window. 
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*Auto Glass- Auto Headlights:· All glass remaining in the shell 

should be recovered (see figure 10 )(Russ, 2003). 
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Figure(lO):Comparison o£ glass £ragments £rom the 

scene o£ accident and the suspect vehicle (Haylock, 
2006). 

As part of the investigation of vehicle accidents, it may be of 

importance to determine whether or not a headlight or taillight was 

i11uminated at the time the light was broken. Recovery of the filaments 

i~ of primary importance. T)1ese are quite smali and their location !llay 

require a careful search (Kirk , 2007). 

Paint 

Paint evidence is frequently encountered in hit-and run cases, on 

tools used by burglars, and occasionally in other types of cases. Paint 

may be transferred to clothing of pedestrian victims . All areas must 

be examined, with particular attention being paid to areas showing 

pressure glaze, tears, or other contact If found, should not be removed 

the paint,.but marked the clothes, carefully wrapped it by rol1ing it in 

paper and sencijt to the laboratory (Sigman and Williams, 2007). 
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Rarely will an examination of paint transfer on clothing indicate the 

make and model of the vehicle involved. Sometimes whole chips of 

paint will be transferred to the clothing. Obtain samples for 

comparison from all areas showing fresh damage on suspect vehic1e. 

This is very important since the paint may be different in type or 

composition in different areas, even if the color is the same (Davis, 

2004). 

Cross transfers of paint commonly occur in hit and-run cases of two 

or more vehicles. If loose paint chips are found, attempt to remove and 

place them in a paper bindk. However, the transfers are smeared on 

the surfaces, flake ·off chips or scrape paint from the vehicle, including 

the tran.:.ferred paint, as we11 as the top layer of paint origina1ly on the 

car (Kirk , 2007). 

Collect specimens of paint from all areas which the tools may have 

contacted at the crime scene. These samples should include all layers 

present. The tool mark in collecting the paint should not be destroyed. 

If possible, cut out around the mark, and send it to the Laboratory 

( Barbara et al ., 2003). 

Flammable Fluids 

The specific methodology for dealing with a fire scene is much 

different from any other crime scene, with the noted exceptions of the 

dangers involved and the concentration on fire signs. The technician 

must be assess the scene, determine its extent, and then in an orderly 
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fashion begin processing the scene. Assessment begins on the exterior 

of the building, where fire-flow patterns may be wel1 defined. The 

exterior perspective wil1 also help the technician in understanding the 

full extent of the fire damage (e.g., smoke venting through roofs and 

attics that would otherwise not be evident from the inside). If possible, 

view the scene from an elevated position to better understand fire 

patterns or damage that may be on the roof (Barbara et a/., 2003). 

Traces of flammable fluid may be found in cans at the fire scene in 

arson cases. Mattresses, wa1lboard, and other objects at the scene may 

also contain fluids which can !:>e separated and identified in the 

laboratory, even though these objects are partially burned (Bourke, 

2004). 

'Vhile most flammable fluids c0mmonly used have ch~racteristic 

odors, some substances commonly available are almost odorless and 

quite easily escape detection. These include some alcohols, 

deodorized kerosene, charcoal lighter fluids, and others ( Carrington , 

2005). 

Sa~ples of flammable fluids in the possession of any suspects 

should be submitted for comparison purposes. This includes any 

clothing, rags, or other materials which have suspicious stains or 

odors. These. should be packaged in the same manner as materials 

recovered at the fire scene (Huang et al., 2005). 
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Firearms Evidence 

-Firearms 

A loaded gun should not be submitted to the laboratory, unless it is 

delivered in person. Unfired cartridges may be left in the magazine of 

a weapon, provided the magazine is removed from the gun. A firearm 

with the cartridge in the chamber should never be shipped by any 

method, even if the weapon is not cocked or on safety( Barnum and 

Kalsey, 2004). 

The bore, chamber, or cylinder should r:ot be cleaned before 

submitting a firearm, and never attempt to fire the gun before it is 

examined in the laboratory. A weapon should not be picked by placing 

a pencil or other object in the end of the barreL Record serial number, 

make, model, and ca~iber of the weapon, and mark it in some 

inconspicuous manner that does not detract from its value before 

sending it to the laboratory (Gardner et al., 2008). 

Place weapons in strong cardboard or wooden boxes, well packed, 

to prevent shifting of guns in transit. Rifles or shotguns should not be 

taken apart. If blood or any other material, which may pertain to an 

investigation is present on the gun, place a clean paper around the gun 

and seal it with tape to prevent movement of the gun and loss of the 

sample during shipment (Goddard, 2001). 

Record serial number, model, and caliber of the weapon, and mark it 

· ir: some inconspic!.lous manner that does not detract from its value 
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·before s~nding it to the-laboratory. Marking firearms is important 

since duplicate serial numbers are sometimes found on different guns 

ofthe Same make and general type (Vanezis , 2007 ) . 

. -Bullets. 

· · Mark the bullets and wrap recovered bullets in paperand seal in 

separate labeled pill boxes or envelopes. Submit all evidence bullets 

recovered to the laboratory. It must not attempt to clean recovered 

bullets before sending them to the laboratory. Bullets recovered from 

a body should be air dried and wrapped in paper (Osterburge and 

Ward, 2005 ). · 

- Cartridge Cases 

Recovered cartridge cases are wrapped and sealed in separate 

labeled pill boxes or envelopes. Fired shotgun shells may be marked 

_ either on the inside or outside of the paper or plastic portion of the 

.·shell. If an examination is required to determine if a shot shell or 

cartridge case was_firedby a specific weapon, submit the weapon and 

al1 recovered unfired ammunition ( Geberth and Vernon ,.2005). 

Wrap each cartridge in paper to prevent damaging the breech clock, 

firing pin, or other markings by contact with other cartridge cases. 

Place wrapped cartridge cases in envelopes or pill boxes. Label and seal 

container (Osterberg and Ward , 2003). 
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-Ammunition 

Unused ammunition should be recovered for comparison purposes 

when firearms are obtained as evidence. Subjects often have 

additional ammunition in their cars, clothing, houses, or other 

locations ( Horswell , 2003). 

-Gun Powder and Shot Pattern 

Submit clothing or other material showing evidence of gun powder 

residue or shot holes to the laboratory. The clothi.1g should be 

carefully wrapped in clean paper and folded as little as possible to 

prevent dislodging powder pmiicles. For gunpowder or shot pattern 

tests to have significance, it is essential to obtain ammunition identical 

in make, type, and age to that used at the crime scene ( see figure It) 

(Ladd eta! ., 2004). 

FigurP (11) :Gun Powder and shot pattern (Weast, 2005 ). 

-Gunshot Residue 

Gunshot residue is extremely fragile evidence and should be 

collected as soon as possible (preferably within three hours of the 

discharge of firearm} In the c;.tse of living sutjects, if more than six 
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hours have passed or if the subject has washed his hands, it is unlikely 

that meaningful results will be obtained (Weast , 2005). 

-Serial Number Restor;ation 

Jn many cases, obliterated serial numbers can be restored if too 

much metal has not been removed in erasing the number (Wagner, 

2003). 

Case study 2:-

Police were summoned to a home of a women, who reported that 

there had been a shooting. The victim, a male, white 26 years of age, 

was a friend of the woman. He had been watching the woman's 

children, while she went out drinking with a couple of other males .. 

When the police arrived they observed the victim, sitting on the living 

room couch, with a gun cradled in his right hand. The victim's right 

thumb was jnside the trigger guard. He had suffered a bullet wound to 

the left side of his nose and the exit wound was in the upper part of the 

back of the head. The magazine for the gun had been removed and the 

ejected shell casing was approximately six feet away from where the 

victim sat. .A_n examination of the wound stmcture indicated that there 

was no stippling or soot on the wound nor was there any evidence of 

bluw-back in the barrel of the gun. 

The police were informed by the two males that the deceased had 

been 11playing11 with the gun, which belonged to one of the reporting 

males, and had accidentally shot himself in the-face. 

The next day, the homicide detectives reviewed the case and 
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examined the crime scene photographs. Their opinion was that the 

circumstances as described by the reporting otiicer and witnesses were 

not consistent with the elements of the et·ime scene. They initiated an 

investigation and tested the suspected weapon, which revealed that the 

gun had to have been fired at least 42 inches away from the deceased's 

face. The discharged rounds did not·eject, but had to be manually 

removed from the breech. Removing the magazine required both hands. 

Gunshot Residue Testing (GSR) testing of the deceased's hands proved 

negative. 

The investigators re-interviewed the woman and the reporting 

witnesses. The maies were confronted with the facts of the case as well 

· as their inconsistent statements. It was learned that all of the parties had 

been drinking. A gun was pulled out by one of the males, who stated 

that the gun had accidentally discharged hitting the victim in the face. 

They had panicked and decided to make it appear that the deceased had 

shot himself. After they staged the scene, they called the police and the 

ambulance. Both subjects were charged with Murder. They were 

indicted for Involuntary Manslaughter. The male, who had done the 

shooting pled guilty to Manslaughter and \Veapon Possession, the other 

male pled guilty to Tampering with Evidence (Ramland , 2006). 

Too/Marks 

Tool marks are encountered most frequently in burglary cases but 

may also be found in other types of crimes. The evidence consists of 

striations or impressions left by tools on objects at the crime scene and 
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. various types of tools found in the possession of suspects. ln other 

cases, it is possible by means of physical and other comparisons to 

prove that parts of tools left at crime 3cenes were broken from 

d(:lmaged tools found in the possession of suspects. (Porter ,.2002). 

Toolsused to gain entry into building, safes, orother places often 

· ·contain traces of paint, as well as other substances, such as plastic, 

safe insulation, etc. Care must be taken that such traces are not lost 

( Redsicker , 2004) . 

. i\11 parts ofrecovered tools which contain transferred paint, building 

material, or other contamination should be wrapped in paper and 

packaged to prevent the prying blades or cutting edges. Whenever 

possible, submit the whole object containing tool marks to the 
. . . : 

laboratory insl.ead of just remvving the area containi11g the mark. If 

this is not possible, carefully photograph and sketch the area 

containing the mark. Pack the object containing tool marks so that no·· 

alteration or damage will occur during shipment (Redsicker , 2004). 

Controlled Substances:-

The laboratory handles the analysis drugs and medicinal 

preparations which may be involved in crimina] cases or found in the 

possession of subjects involved in various crimes. Each sample of 

material recovered should be placed in a paper container, which can be 

sealed and marked (Risser et al ~' 2008)~ · 
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Medical Preparations:-

Medicinal preparations found in prescription boxes or bottles 

should be left in these containers which can be .sealed and marked. 

The infom1ation on the prescription label may be of assistance to the 

laboratory (WiHiams eta/., 2005). 

By means of chemical tests, most eontroJJed substances and 

common drugs can be identified. Many pills, tablets, and other 

medical preparations are very difficult to analyze and identifY unless 

either large quantities are available for testing, or some clues are 

present as to the general type of material they contain ( Thorwald , 

2008). 

Questioned Docu1nents 

All questioned documents involved in a particular investigation 

should be submitted to the laboratory for examination. This is 

important since questioned documents are identified by a comparison 

of similarities, plus an absence of divergences or dissimiiarities. In 

order to make an identification, sufiicient handwriting, typewriting, or 

other evidence must be available on which to base an opinion. This 

means that all questioned material is needed, as well as sufficient 

samples or known specimens (Stoilvic ,2007). 

-Samples:-

It is very important to have sufficient handwriting samples for 

comparison with the questioned document. One or two signatures on a 
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""'"""T.., driver's license or a draft card, in many cases, does not 

contain suflicient individual characteristics on which to base a 

conclusion (Spennemann and Frank, 2008). 

Collected specimens that were made in business transactions such 

as receipts, credit and letters, booking card, and fingerprint card 

signatures are writings that, in most cases represent the individual's 

most normal writing. It is significant in many cases that these writings 

be of the same date as the questioned document. It is important to 

obtain request specimens from a suspect at the first interview; the 

suspect may be uncooperative at a later date (Spennemann and 

Frank , 2008 ). 

Preservation a!" Questioned Documents 

-Under no circumstances should either the questioned document or 

the samples be marked, defaced, or altered. New folds must not be 

 made, nor should marks or notes be placed on such material (Swanson 

et al ., 2003). 

- Charred Documents 

Where examination and decipherment of charred paper is involved, 

great care must be taken to prevent any additional crumbling or 

breaking apart of the burned material. Normally it shou1d be placed on 

top of loose cotton in a box and delivered in person to the laboratory 

( Roberston and Roux , 2003) 
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Latent Fingerprints 

Fingerprints are perhaps the most significant type of physical 

. evidence in most crimes. The technology of collecting and analyzing 

fingerprints has been well known for over a century and has been 

refined.over the years. A fingerprint is important as individualizing 

evidence. It can tie a specific person to a crime, because no two 

individuals have ever been found to have the same fingerprint. ]fa 

fingerprint from the scene of a crime can be linked to one in a 

database or from a suspect, then an identification can be made ( Roux 

and Roberston , 2004). 

All such evidence should be marked in some distinctive manner, 

such as the case with any other type of physical evidence. Precautions 

should be taken, when marking evidence, not to damage or destroy 

potential latent fingerprints. When lifted, developed latent fingerprints 

should also be marked or sealed in marked envelopes. Photograph 

developed latent fingerprints with and without identifying markings 

and scale (Swanson et al ., 2003). 

- Preservation of Fingerprint Evidence 

The primary precaution in all cases is the prevention of adding 

fingerprints to evidence, or of destroying those already present. Most 

fingerprints submitted will be on paper, glass, metal, or other smooth 

surfaced objects. When articles containing latent fingerprints must be · 

picked up, touch as little as possible, and then only in areas least likely 
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... 

to contain identifiable latent fingerprints, such as rough surfaces 

( Vanorschot and Jones, 2005). 

Large articles containing latent fingerprints such as glass, metal 
. ' . 

articles, and firearms should be placed on wood or heavy cardboard and 

fastened down with string ~o prevent shifting and contact with other . 

objects in transit. Where such evidence is to be examined frequently, a 

pegboard should be obtained on which wooden pegs can be moved as 

 desired to support exhibits and keep them from moving. Bottles and 

glasses may be placed vertically on a board and placed in the bottom of 

a box (see figure 12)(Dostoyevsky ·, 2007). 

Papers and documents containing latent fingerprints should be placed 

·individually in a cellophane or manila envelope (Grieve and 

o£ granu~ar powdered 

on a drinking mug (V anorschot and Jones , 
il 
I 

j, 
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Footwear marks 

Footwear marks wil1 not ::tlways be immediately visible so great care 

should be taken when approaching the scene. Good source of light and 

an enquiring mind will assist in their location. 'fhe location of the 

footwear marks will reveal to the crime scene investigator information 

such as the way he offender entered and exited the scene, where the 

offender has been in the scene and the minimum number of people 

involved. CSls may also identify a link between other scenes they have 

been to that. revealed the same type of footwear mark. There are two 

types of footwear marks that may be located: impressed marks and 

surface transfer marks( Swanson eta/ ., 2003 ). 

Impressed marks wiU usually be located on he way in to rout from 

the crime scene, having being impressed in to any and, soil or snow 

present. J mmediately after discove1y they should be covered to protect 

them from further damage; although if footwear marks in now are left 

covered for any length of time they will warm and melt. Initial1y he 

impressed footwear mark must be photographed close up before being 

cast, using a casting medium such as Denstone KD or Crowntcne; 

these plasters are both strong and fine enough to record small detail in 

the impression( see figure 13) .\Vhen mixed with the correct amount of 

water in apolythene bag the casting medium can be· carefully poured 

into the footwear impression, where it will harden. This allows the 

crime scene investigator to recover a copy of the impression. As the 

cast begins to set the CSI will scratch his or her identifYing mark and 
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. date into the top of the cast. The cast will take approximately 30 

minutes to set sufficiently for it to be recovered but may take up to 

48hours to set totally (Oige and Robert, 2004 ). 

B 
A 

Figure(13): (A)Cast made of footwear impression 
discovered in soi~ at a crime scene,. (B)Footwear of 
suspect showing simi~arities to footwear impression 

in (A) (Roux and Roberston , 2004) . 

. Entomology Evidence 

Entomology is thestudy of insects. Forensic entomologists use the 

various insects found in, on, and around dead bodies in an effort to 

establish the postmortem interval. In situations involving buried 

bodies or decomposed surface remains, insect activity is quite 

common, but forensic entomology is not limited to only grave sites and 

scattered remains. It can be used in any death case where time of death 
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'I is uncertain due to decomposition and there is insect activH 

I 

l 

I 

(Douglas , 2008). 

The types of insects found around the grave or decomposing remain 

may include species attracted specifically to the carrion (e.g., flies), 

predator species that teed on the former (e.g., beetles), and 

omnivorous species attracted to any kind of food source (ants and 

wasps ).In the initial stages of decomposition (death to + 2 days), 

several species of blowflies will be attracted to the body. The adult 

flies lay their eggs on the corpse, which subsequently hatch and grow 

, i; through four larval stages. During :his period, the larvae feed on the 

['! 

remains. After their final post feeding stage, the larvae change to 

pupae. Adult fl;~s later emerge from the pupae, starting the cycle over 

(Langford , 2008). 

As the body decomposes ,putrefaction odors draw more flies as well 

as additional species of insects, including beetles. Using the apparent 

life stages of flies present on the corpse, the quantity of those species, 

and the succession and presence of additional species, it is possible for 

the forensic entomologist to estimate the postmortem interval. 

Specimens must be obtained by the crime scene team. It is best if the 

forensic entomologist is called to the scene to collect the specimens 

and observe them in situ, but that is not often possible. Otherwise, 

specimens must be collected of each evident stage of insect (e.g., 

pupae, maggots; adult flies). One half of the specimens are preserved, 

while the remaining specimens are kept alive irr order to allow them to 
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mature. Collection should occur immediately upon discovery, as adult 

flies and beetles will relocate quickly once the body is disturbed. 

Larvae are the easiest to locate and co11ect. Fly larvae can be collected 

with forceps or using a moistened modelers paint brush( Grant ,2006). 

Live samples should be placed in a container with moisture and a 

food source (e.g. a piece of liver and moistened paper towel) to 

prevent cannibalism. The recommended number of larvae to collect 

ranges by using a moistened modelers' paint brush. Live samples 

should be placed in a container with moisture and a food source (e.g. a 

piece of liver and moistened paper towel) to prevent cannibalism 

( Hawtharne , 2005). 
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Legal Aspects of Crime Scene 

egal Considerations at the Crime Scene: 

nce the crime scene has been thoroughly documented and the 

cations of the evidence noted, then the collection process can begin. 

e collection process wi11 usually start with the collection of the 

ost fragile or most easily lost evidence. Photographs should also 

ntinue to be taken if the investigator is revealing layers of evidence 

hich were not previously documented because they were hidden from 

ht {Grant ,2006). 

Most items of evidence will be collected in paper containers such as 

ckets, envelopes, and bags. Liquid items can be transported in non

eakable, leak proof containers. Moist or wet evidence (blood, plants, 

c.) from a crime scene can be collected in plastic containers at the 

ene and transported back to an evidence receiving area if the storage 

e in plastic is two hours or less and this is done to prevent 

ntamination of other evidence. Once in a secure location, wet 

idence, whether packaged in plastic or paper, must be removed and 

lowed to completely air dry ( Garrison and Dean ,2003). 

e Crime Scene Investigation Team:-

• Police officers- Typically the 1st to arrive at a scene. May also 

be present for the determination of a search warrant. 

• Crime Scene Investigators- document in detail, collect and 

record data. 
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• Medical Examiners- determine cause of death if homicide has 

occurred. 

• Detectives- look for leads by interviewing witnesses and talking 

to crime scene investigators about the evidence. 

• Specialist- entomologist, forensic scientist, psychologist may 

also be consulted. 

• All legal and scientific professionals work together to solve a 

crime ( Hawtharne, 2005). 

Evidence:-

" Anything which is legally submitted to a competent tribunal as a 

means of ascertaining the truth of any alleged matter of fact under 

· investigation before it" (Hawthorne , 2005). 

Commoll types of evidence:-

1- Direct evidence 

"That which (if true) proves the fact in dispute ... in the case of a 

\Vitness .. .it is the result of personal knowledge derived through one or 

more ofthe five senses" (Lee and Harris, 2007). 

2- Indirect or circumstantial evidence 

"That which (if true) tends to establish an issue in dispute by proving 

another fact..[it] does not .. conclusively establish that issue, but 

causes an infefence or presumption of its existence" ( Langford , 

2008). 
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3- Real or physical evidence 

• "May include almost any (tangible) object...that is directly linked to 

crime charged and may be observed by a judge and /or jury" 

• Circumstantial physical evidence 

Example: Witness testimony that an accused was known to own a 

revolver of the same mark and caliber of that used in the commission 

of a homicide (Douglas , 2008). 

4- Testimonial evidence 

• "That which is supplied through the verbal testimony of a witness 

(or suspect)" 

• Circumstantial testimonial evidence . 

Example: The perpetrator of a crime was observed wearing a red shirt . 

with vertical blue stripes; the individual accused of the crime owns 

such a shirt ( W echt , 2007). 

5-Transient evidence 

Transient evidence is type of evidence that is , by its very nature 

temporary and can be changed or lost. Commonly transient evidence 

include temperature, odours, temporary marking and some biological 

and physical phenomena( William and Sigman , 2007). 

6- Conditional evidence 

Ce"1ditional evidence produced by an action or an eventJf 

conditional evidence is not observed and documented while at the 
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crime scene that information will be lost. Examples lightening 

condition ,fire, or smoke, condition of victim body (Wilson , 2005). 

7- Pattern evidence 

There are variety of pattern that can be found at crime scene; most 

of these pattern are in form of imprints, striation, indentation, fracture 

or deposition. The pattern commonly found at crime scene are: blood 

pattern or stain pattern, glass fracture pattern, fire bum pattern , 

furniture position pattern (Wilson , 2005). 

8- Transfer evidence 

Transfer evidence also referred to trace ·evidence , is generally 

produced by physical contact of person or object or between two 

persons or objects (Wright, 2008). 

Value o(Physical Evidence:-

It is factual evidence. Physical evidence cannot be wrong; cannot 

perjure itself; and cannot be wholly absent. Only in its interpretation 

there can be error. Only human failure to find, study and understand it 

can diminish its value ( Wilgus , 2004): 

Fo1·ensic evidence can prove a crime that has been committed; 

establish key elements of a crime; be the decisive element in 

determining guilt or innocence; provide the lead to the perpetrator ofa 

crime; provide a link in a chain of circumstantial evidence; 
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corroborate other evidence; and test the statements of complainants, 

witnesses or suspects ( Bevel , 2005). 

The absence of physical evidence may also provide useful 

information. The aim of a crime scene investigator should be not to 

overlook anything providing relevant information, which may 

contribute to solving the crime under investigation. There are many 

forms of physical evidence that do not lend themselves to statistical 

evaluation as there is no data available that would support an estimate 

of the frequency in which a particular type of physical evidence might 

be encountered. The value of this type of evidence must be estimated 

on the basis of experience( Garrison and Dean, 2003). 

Mai11taining a Chain of Custodv:-

Continuity of possession (chain of custody) must be established 

whenever evidence will be presented in the court. Every person who 

handled the evidence must be accounted for. Evidence is carefully 

packaged and marked at the crime scene (collector's initials, date of 

collection, location of evidence).Chain of Custody must be recorded. 

· Chain of custody should be kept to a minimum (Grieve aud Biermann, 

2007). 

The important chain of custody for the evidence at a crime scene 

usually starts with the collection done by the investigator-technician. 

The marking and labeling begins our control and custody of the items 

of evidence. The chain of custndy is defined as the witnessed, written 
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· record ofaH of the individuals who maintained unbroken control over 

the items of evidence. It establishes the proof that the items of 

evidence collected at the crime scene is the same evidence that is 

being presented in a court of law (see appendix ) ( Hazelwood and 

Burge , 2004). 

Crime Scene Access:-

* First responding officer:-

SeJf-protection - "Arrive Alive. "Care for injured for both victims 

and suspects and to the exclusion of the pursuit and apprehension of a 

fleeing known suspect (Langford , 2008). 

T!:~ duties of a first responding officer are to:-

1- Assist the victim. 

2- Search for and arrest the suspect if still on the scene. 

3- Detain all witnesses. The witnesses possess valuable information 

about the crime scene. Keep witnesses separated to preserve 

their objectivity. 

4- Protect the crime scene. Begin by using barrier tape, official 

vehicles, or other means to secure the scene. Establish a crime 

scene security log to record the names of all persons-who enter 

or exit the crime scene. Do not smoke, drink, or eat within the 

· secured crime scene and do not allow unnecessary persons or 

official to enter or contaminate the scene. 
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5- Note and communicate to crime scene investigator all 

movements and alteration made to the crime scene(OJge and 

Robert , 2004). 

*Responding investigator:-

Contact first responding ofTicer for briefing to determine the extent 

of the scene (Interior perimeter, Outer evidential range, External 

limit). Establish control/protection of the scene. Prepare notes

constant part of process (Wright, 2008). 

Direct search .. of the scene and direct final survey(Review goal 

objectives, check documentation for completeness and enors. 

Photograph the final condition of the scene. Release the crime scene 

after completion of final survey and documentation (Date/time of 

release )(Wilson , 2005 ). 
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Recommendation 

1) Proper documentation of crime scene using the different methods of 
. . 

cnme scene processmg. 

2) Proper co11ection and packaging of physical evidence including the 

use of chain custody. 

3) Applying different techniques in the co11ection and processing of 

special evidence items. 

4) Considering the strict legal aspect of crime scene. 

5) Following health and safety regulation for the crime scene personal. 
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Summary 

Crime scene investigation is the meeting point of science, logic and 

law. "Processing a crime scene" is a long, tedious process that 

involves purposeful documentation of the conditions at the scene and 

the collection of any physical evidence that could possibly illuminate 

what happened and point to who did it. There is no typical crime 

scene, there is no typical body of evidence and there is no typical 

investigative approach. 

The investigation of a crime scene begins when the CSl ( crime 

scene investigation ) unit receives a call from the police officers or 

detectives on the scene. The overall sysiem works something like this: 

* The CSI ( crime scene investigation ) unit arrives on the scene 

and makes sure thz.~ it is secure. Th~y do an initial ·.valk-through 

to get an overall feel for the crime scene, find out if anyone moved 

anything before they arrived, and generate initial theories based on 

visual examination, make note of potential evidence. At this point, 

they touche nothing. 

* The CSI ( crime scene investigation ) unit thoroughly 

documents the scene by taking photographs and drawing sketches 

during a second walk-through and Sometimes, the documentation 

stage includes a video walk-through, as well. They document the 

scene as a whole and document anything they have identified as 

evidence and They still touche nothing. 

~5 



. * The CSI ( crime scene investigation ) unit then systematicaJly 

makes its way through the scene collecting all potential evidence, 

tagging, logging and packaging it so that it remains intact on its way 

to the lab. 

* Fina11y, the crime lab processes all of the evidence the CSI ( 

crime scene investugation ) collected at the crime scene. When the 

lab results are in, they go to the lead detective on the case. 

Every CSI ( crime scene investigation ) unit handles the division 

between field work and lab work differently. What goes on at the 

crime scene is called crime scene investigation ,or crime scene 

analysis, and what goes on in the laboratory is called forensic ·science. 

Not all CSis (-crime scene investigator) are forensic scientists. Some 

CSis ( crime scene investigator ) work in the field only they collect 

the evidence and pass it to the forensic lab. In this case, the CSI 

( crime scene investigation )must still possess a good understanding of 

forensic science in order to recognize the specific value of various 

types of evidence . 
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AA4662o 

EVIDENCE 
Agency----_ Case No.-----

Item No. Offense, _____ _ 

Suspec1 --------------
VIctim _____________ _ 

Date and Time of Recovery--------

Recovered Sy ------------
Description and/or Location _______ _ 

CHAIN OP CUSTODY 

FROM TO DATE 

TO USE: 
1) Remo\oe Liner from BOTH AdheNW Ataaa 
2) Fold Along Unes BETWEEN ~BAG IS NOW SEALED. 
31 flem<:>lle and Retain Tear-&r1p with Serial Number. 
CAUTION: ATTEMPTS TO REOPEN WILL 01$l0RT SEALED AREA 

Condition of Bag when Opened: 0 S&..led u uuJe~ ----
OPENED BY;. DATE ____ _ 

TO REMOVE CONTENTS-CUT ALONG BOTTOM DOTTED LINE 

Figure (14} Chain of 02stody(Haylock, 2006). 
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Investigating Oilicn: 

Date: (';1se ~umher: 

l.oGUion ol' .:.:nmc: 

!);,[(:: _________ Time cnmc occum:d: 

VJCllllii,S) ll<l!!lL'(:<.): --------------·--'------------------

On·uparitl!L ~- -----·---·---- --
Oth..:r rt·btcd infurm:~tion: 

Description nf what happt'n~J: -------·-------------------

----·--------------------------------------

Descripiwn of ho·..,· crime nttmrtd: 

Wlu•n po.Hihl<'. witllt'.\SI'.t sltrmld .\·ign initial wrifl<'ll s!alfWU'trf.\·. 

Us<' hark of this paper if tu!(('Ssur.v. 

Figure (15) :Description o£ Crime Scene (Wilson, 

2005 ). 
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Fsidc·nce: 

.. Description: ----

·--·--

Comparison of crime evidence to suspect l~vidcnce: 

Crime scene evidence: (attach acrual evidence) 

.Figure (16): Physical Evidence Report (Bevel, 2005). 
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\-lunici p:-tl court. 

C(llHHy of 

State nt 

.lud1ctal distr·ict 

THE PEOPU-: OF lHr: STATE OF . to any sherlll. marsll.al, 
poli1..\.' o!'lii..'tr. Jislricl attorney. mvesrig.aror mthe County uf 

t'n1ol hy affidavit, havmg hct:n this Jay lllciU~ ltJ m~.· by 

that there is probahlc (<ttlSl' for the is:;u;md: t)f a SEARCH WARRANT un 

gruuwJs ~cl fm th in Pcual Cullr Sn:Liull 152-l. 

YOt ARE HEnEBY CO\li\JANDFB tt) nd.:~.· a SEARCH :11 anv umt' of· !Ill· 
day. g.nod c;msc- h:1ving hc,~n shmn1 lh~~refnn·. ol· the l'o!!owm_g desert bed per 
:-;nns ()f propL~rty: 

! n the County ot 
de.:;cri beJ property: 

. State of 

aml an ides of personJ[ property [ending !1> I.' stahl i::\h dlt" identity of pcrsuus in 
comrol of thcprcmi::;cs or vchidc to be )t.'<trchcJ. induding the l'oHo\ving: mil it} 
cvmp:my receipts, rt:m n:u.:ipts, cancclt:d !Hail cnvdop~.<>, anJ k.cy:.,: anJ 1f you 
lind the s~~tnt: or ~my p~lrt there()!, to retain the sanll' in your rustoJy subject to 
onkr or coun as provided hy law. . . 

f)ATF.D this ___________ d;1v of----·----·----- --·----------

.IUDGF OF TilE MlJNICJPAI. COIJRT (Acting) 

Figure ( 1 7) :Search Warrant ( '...V echt , 2007 ). 
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II\' THE \1Ul\ICIPAL COt:RT, 

('( >LINTY OF 
STATE OF 

JliD!ClAL DISTHICT 

Your afliJavit. pcn;ona!ly appt'aring and being duly sworn. deposes anLl says thai 
ht: ha~ n:asou [u hdil..'ve that: 

j Oil the pro pen)' Ut:S.:ribed here: l I ur1 the person of: 

I 111 Lhc vehicle t.l~snibcd here: 

UNDER OATH. AND DULY SWORN. WHAT JlROBABLE CAl:S.E 
EXISTS FOR THIS SEARCH REQUEST: 

UNDER OATH, AND DULY SWORN, WHAT JS EXPECTED TO BE 
FOUND IN THIS SEARCH: 

Signature Date 

Figure (18) :Search Warrant A:£:£idavit (Dehaan, 2006 ). 
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lnve~ligating Otllcer ~~------------------··----· 
lJatc: ____ Case Number: __ _ 

i 
i llem Number Description of Hem 
! 
' 
j r-----

1 

r 
! 
i 

I 
!. 

Vehicle (if involved): ____ _ 

.'ienal Numher EstimaLed Value 

\;lake: Year: _ -----··- I .Been.~ lii.Hnber: 

Rcgb>t~rcd stat~:: --------· Cokw 
Genaal c.leM:ription: ___ _ 

Dale evidence was culk..:wd: ---------
Whn .cnllcdcd evidence: 

Where evitknce j,. siored: 

Othe1· inforrnation: -----------·----~----------·--·- .... 

-----········---

~-------~--------- -····- ······· ...... ----------~ 

-·Figure ( 19) :Evidence Co~~ected Report (Wright , 2008 ). · 
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